REMEMBER THE STORMS OF '93?

The Storms of Last Summer Make it Most Important To Tune Up Your Toro Controller to Prevent Problems Next Spring

Increased storm activity throughout the Summer of '93 makes it more important than ever to have your Toro Controllers checked out and serviced.

Why? Lightning can cause damage to controllers that doesn’t always show up immediately.

Now is the perfect time to avoid being caught next Spring with worn-out or damaged controllers. Besides, special MTI service rates are available from November through January.

HERE’S WHAT WE’LL DO

1. Completely disassemble and check your unit for surge damage (burned wires, switches and surge protectors), as well as general wear and tear.
2. Replace parts as needed.
3. Test all functions for proper operation.
4. Run each clock for 48 hours to assure reliability.
5. Carefully package and return to you by UPS.

For additional information

CALL JOHN ARTUS
(612) 475-2200 — Ext. 205
(800) 362-3665 — Ext. 205

Get Service Now... And Smile Next Spring

Where Superior Service Supports All Of Our Sales

TORO DISTRIBUTING CO.
14900 - 21ST AVENUE NORTH • PLYMOUTH, MINNESOTA 55447
PHONE (612) 475-2200 • FAX (612) 475-0351
METRO DIRECT LINE: 475-0026